Salsa
Explore
your world

The Zippie Salsa and Salsa M deliver great outdoor performance and excellent indoor
manoeuvrability along with multiple seating and powered options. This ensures your child has the
perfect combination of function, performance and fun!
Choose the rear wheel drive Zippie Salsa for great all-round performance.

Zippie Salsa
®

Great Outdoor
Performance!

Thanks to the Zippie Salsa’s powerful
motors, 60Ah batteries and chunky
wheels, performance outdoors is
outstanding.
Capable of climbing over obstacles of
up to 10cm (4”) and tackling inclines
of up to 8° (14%), the Zippie Salsa can
travel up to 32km (20m) in comfort.

Excellent Indoor
Manoeuvrability!
The Zippie Salsa’s ultra-compact base
and super-low seat height make access
into vehicles, around confined spaces
and under tables easy.

When the ultimate in manoeuvrability is required, select the mid wheel drive Zippie Salsa M.

Zippie Salsa M
®

Outstanding Indoor
Manoeuvrability!
The Zippie Salsa M’s mid wheel drive
base delivers the best possible indoor
performance thanks to its ultracompact turning radius and small
footprint. A narrow width of just 60cm
(24”) and low seat height make access
very easy.

Great Outdoor Performance!
The Zippie Salsa M performs as well
outdoors as it does indoors, featuring
a unique suspension system that
delivers a smooth, safe and stable
ride even when travelling over slopes
and cambers. It’s also capable of
overcoming obstacles of up to 7.5cm (3”)
and it can travel up to 26km (16m) on a
full charge.

Shown with optional comfort
seating system

A Range of
Powered Options
Powered options available on
the Salsa and Salsa M:
n
n
n

owered seat tilt (0° to 30° or -5° to 25°)
P
P
owered seat lift and tilt (30cm of lift, 0°
to 30° of tilt)
P
owered seat recline (0° to 30°)

Thanks


to the modular nature of the Salsa
and Salsa M, powered options can also be
added after purchase via retro-fit kits. That
means if your child’s needs change, the
Salsa can adapt easily and cost effectively
to them.

Electronics
P
G Drives Technology VR-2 70Ah controller as standard
		
n C
ontrols up to two powered functions
		
n D
ual control option
		
n C
ompact joystick
n

ptional PG Drives Technology R-net controller offers the
O
following additional functionality:
		
n C
ontrols up to six powered functions
		
n LCD colour joystick option
		
n E
xclusive ‘assignable buttons’ short-cut feature
		
n D
ual control option
		
n S
pecial controls interface module (OMNI) for
			
n E
nvironmental controls
			
n P
C mouse control via R-net Bluetooth module
n

Seating that grows
with your child
The standard Salsa/Salsa M seating system offers built-in growth potential for seat depth,
width and height. It also features height and depth adjustment in the armrests and angle
and depth adjustment in the footplates. The seat and backrest also offer angle adjustment
for improved comfort.

Swing-away and
removable tray table
n
n
n
n

Predefined areas for
custom seat fixations

Optional swing-away laterals
with comfort seat

 ully adjustable standard seating system that grows with your child: 12 x 12“ to 16 x 16“
F
O
ptional comfort seat cushion and back for improved postural support and comfort
S
eat frame is easily adaptable for Jay® or other third party seating systems
W
 ide range of seating options and accessories for perfectly tailored function and comfort

90° swing-away removable
hangers

Center mount leg rest with angle
adjustable and flip-up footboard
(optional)

Standard flip-up armrests
and foot rests for easy
accessibility

Technical
Specifications
Seating system adjustments
Seat depth: 			
Seat width: 			
Seat height*: 			
Seat angle: 			
Backrest height: 		
Backrest angle: 		
Armrest height: 		

Chair width

Adjustable from 30 to 40cm (12 to 16”) (in 2cm increments)
Adjustable from 30 to 40cm (12 to 16”) (in 2cm increments)
37 - 46cm (14.5 - 18”) (Salsa R) 40 - 53cm (16 - 21”) (Salsa M)
Adj. 0º, 3º, 6º, 9º
Adj. 38.5cm (15”), 41cm (16”) and 43.5cm (17”)
Adj. -4º, 0º, 4º, 8º, 12º, 16º
Adj. from 17 to 27.5cm (6.5 to 11”)
Chair length
std. legrests
114cm
Max safe slope
(45“)

Max user weight
Max kerb climb

Salsa

75kg

8° (14%)
58cm (23“) (12“ wheels)
60cm (24“) (14“ wheels)

Salsa M

Chair width

75kg*** / 12st
Chair length
std. legrests
99cm
(39“)

Max safe slope

Max user weight
75kg

Technical data
Speed:
Maximum range:
Batteries:
Turning radius:
Controllers:
Overall weight:**

7.5cm (3“)

75kg*** / 12st

Salsa R		 Salsa M
6 / 10kph (4 / 6 mph)		 6 / 10kph (4 / 6 mph)
32km (20miles) (ISO 7176-4)		 26km (16miles) (ISO 7176-4)
2 x 60 Amph		 2 x 50 Amph
85cm (33”)		 60cm (24”)
VR2 (R-net option)		 VR2 (R-net option)
113 - 165kg		 113 - 165kg

Seat height depends on the chosen options, please refer to order form for full details
Please note: Total weight of the powerchair depends on the configuration
***
Plus additional 15kg for third party seating system
**

Max kerb climb

8° (14%)
60cm
(24“)

*

10cm (4“)
(with kerb climber
option)
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